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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
X-ray diffraction showed that the crystallinity of maturing apatites is poor but ameliorates gradually with time (Figure 1-a) . One notes also that the treatment of AC1 in F rich medium (AC1F) is accompanied by a good resolution of its RX diagram, which indicates an improvement of the crystallinity of this material. However, treatment in CO32-rich medium lowers the crystallinity as it is shown from the broadness of the figure  2-b) , it varied oppositely in pattern ( figure 1-b) . It is important to remind that is such conditions, CO32-replaces preferentially PO43-groups leading to B-type carbonates'. 3-b and 4-b) . Actually, the same shape of these spectrum is precisely observed in other solid electrolytes3-5,7-11.With regards to this, such evolution corresponds to the relaxation mode due to the coulomb interactions of the charge carriers and the disorder within the structure. Thus, structural disorder was shown both by this phenomenon and crystal strain as shown by line-broadening in the diffraction patterns.
The progressive amortisation of these events with maturation indicated a progressive establishment of structural order by a short-range organisation of sites.
Also, F-treatment improves promptly the conductivity succeeding the establishment of the order as suggested by the decrease of frequency dependence of the conductivity. In fact, the incorporation of F-ions causes an increase in chemical stability due to the better fit of the F-ions within the imaginary Ca triangles in the apatite structure and an increase in crystallinity reflecting decrease in crystal strain as shown by a decrease in diffraction line-broadening in the diffraction patterns.
The great relaxation of AC2C apatite comparing with AC2 material clarifies the specific role of carbonates in the reactivity of carbonate apatite. In fact, they are more implicated than other ions in the change of the crystallinity as it is shown from the bad resolution of its XRD pattern, and thus, the structural disorder. The D3h symmetry of carbonates ions could lead to imperfect compatibility with tetrahedral geometry of phosphates groups after its substitution. Carbonate-apatite would be more unstable so more reactive. In the other hand, the enrichment of AC1 in F-in AC1F material was accompanied by a reduction of the relaxation phenomenon (figure 4) likely owing to the reject of carbonate ions caused by the incorporation of F-ions in the structure 1,2. The difference in the composition of calcified tissues in CO32-and F-ions define then their role in every organ, mainly its reactivity. Consequently, electric analysis by conductivity spectra enables significant information concerning the disorder of the apatitic structure in relation to its crystallinity. Further details for each case will be the subject of our future works.
